Tiger river spa parts diagram

If you know the year of your Tiger River spa, then you can just click on one of the links below to
see the replacement parts and related diagrams for your spa. If you're unsure of the year, click
the link below. My Account Contact Us [ Empty ]. We are operating normally and shipping "in
stock" items same day. Browse Categories. Tiger River Directional Jets For all now models.
Received the item quickly, the video provided by Backyard Plus made the instillation very easy,
shipping was reasonable and service superb! They will be my go to company for any spa items!
Hide more There were questions about installing, Backyard Plus videos were helpful, emails to
customer service answered immediately and phone assistance was great. I've already
recommended Backyard Plus to others who have spas. Can't wait to work with them again. Hide
Jake C. Hide Robert T. I will use them again. Thank you. Hide Anthony K. Helped with installing
my new parts Over the phone on my tiger river spa. Hide christopher c. Worked exactly as
stated. Much appreciated Hide Skyler B. Get connect ID. Website Disclaimer. Our technicians
are certified and trained by Watkins. They are here to help you every step along the way! In this
post, we are going to share our top ten tips for all you new or not so new spa owners. In this
post, we are going to give a few tips on different things to check when buying a used spa. If you
check these 5 things when buying a used spa, you can avoid some serious headaches! If you
can afford it, a hot tub can very well be the best investment in your physical, mental, and
emotional health altogether. Hot tubs can improve your quality of life in so many ways that
almost no other type of therapy can match its effects. In this article, we are going to talk about
Read More. We have all the right sizes and shapes for your make and model. All filters are not
created equal! Our factory original replacement filters are designed specifically for Hot Spring.
Hydraulically balanced meaning that there is one square foot of specialized filter fabric per one
gallon of water flow. Balanced water flow makes efficient filtering, perfect jet pressure and a
happy jet pump This "double capacity" filter can handle over twice the gallons per minute of the
standard Hot Spring filter without flinching. Plus, you can just pop these little rascals into your
dishwasher no soap and the drying cycle off and Voila! Cleaned filters. Can't do that with
regular filters. The Tri-X can replace the standard polyester filters aka paper filters in all forward
Hot Springs hot tubs and all Solana hot tubs because it's the same height and width The
materials that go into making these new replacement pillows will sustain them for years of
abusive humidity. Our genuine Hot Springs hot tub factory replacement pillows are made to fit
your spa model regardless of age and we have every color of every Hot Spring spa pillows that
were ever made. Some of the two-toned colored Hot Springs hot tub pillows have been
redesigned into a one piece, single color for a longer lasting version of that original pillow The
E5 was originally introduced in March of and followed by a few "fine tuning" revisions since
then. This little jewel uses nearly half of the electricity yet pumps an additional gallons per day
more than any previous circulation pump Watkins factory replacement jet pumps are
hydraulically and electrically modified swimming pool pumps. Watkins specifies modifications
for their Hot Spring spa pumps to accommodate the plumbing configurations, voltage and
amperage draw of each of their spa models. You can be sure that a Watkins replacement pump
won't harm your spa's plumbing too much back pressure creates internal leaks or over draw
power toast your spa's control circuits. Balance is good! We also carry the parts for the older
Sta-Rite pumps used up through The Sta Rite jet pumps parts are for the 1hp and 2hp models.
Whether you need the volute front piece , shaft seal kit, wear ring, impeller, impeller , seal plate
attaches to the motor , tail piece, compression fitting, tubing, clamps, o-ring, freeze plug, pump
shroud aka:jet pump duct, shroud , base, various pump power cord plug ends ie:cord set ,
union riser, slinger, suction flange, diffuser, barbed fittings, unions and more we have it all Easy
is as easy does! The 1 choice for water care. Our customers prefer this style of water care over
any other. The silver ionizer will charge your spa water "one time" and that "one time" charge
will last up to four months. If you have to drain your spa after a couple of weeks the silver
ionizing cartridge will NOT charge the water a second time. We recommended. Have your ozone
bubbles stopped bubbling? Never had an ozonator you say? This may be the last ozonator
you'll ever need. Our ozone units are designed by Hot Spring for their Hot Spring hot tubs. The
perfect engineering of just the right amount an size of ozone bubbles at just the right dose per
hour makes this little jewel earn its "water polishing"reputation. We love it! More dependable
than the discontinued Laing Tri Bend Tri-Loop heater that looks like a bugle or a big paper clip ,
mostly because they eliminated the troublesome and undependable manual reset button also
found on the No Fault Yay for this massive improvement! Something about the manual reset
circuitry on heaters that causes them to die way too prematurely. Our patented PDR design
stands for "Power Down Reset" is definitely the cream of the crop in longevity and has had the
lowest failure rate of any spa heater that we have ever seen The PDR Titanium heater is a most
welcomed upgrade to all previous heaters. Of course these heaters are always in-stock
Plumbing stuff includes Hot Spring hot tubs air intake valves Comfort Controls and levers, air

check valves that you can see dangling from high in the equipment compartment , Hot Spring
air control levers and dials, diverter valves, diverter valve handles and levers Smart Jet Selector
, seal kits for all the diverter valves Smart Valves 4-position diverters, 2-position diverter valves
and Hot Spring check valves just to name a few. We also carry all the air and water Hot Springs
manifolds, flexible pvc, plumbing schematic diagrams that give a basic idea as to how plumbing
was planned out in various models of the Hot Springs, Tiger River River hot tubs, Hot Spot hot
tubs, Solana and Limelight spa models. The plumbing schematics are a general layout but not a
perfect or definite identification of exactly where plumbing or fittings may be found buried in the
foam insulation. Contact us for a diagram. The entire lineup of Hot Spring replacement jets, jet
upgrades, jet options and parts for jets are found here. They're available in white, warm gray,
cool gray and taupe. These jets spin, twirl, rotate and come in different colors for Tiger River
spas and Hot Spot spas as well as Hot Spring. Replacement factory redwood slats skirting
made by the craftsman at Watkins Manufacturing in one of the most sophisticated, state of the
art wood detail facilities. Our kiln dried, vertical grain clear redwood insures the highest quality
for the look and longevity expected in Hot Springs spa products. The skirting colors come in
redwood and a gray weathered coastal gray color. The synthetic wood skirting as well as the
real redwood tongue and groove interconnecting boards come unfinished meaning unstained
and untreated naked Replacement Hot Springs control panels, whether it's the control panel on
the inside of the spa aka: Aux panels or on the outside aka: control head we have what you
need. Hot Springs control heads, Hot Spring auxiliary secondary control panels, located under
the spa cover inside the spa are always in-stock. We have all the Hot Spring Tiger River spa
top-side control panels aka: control heads in inventory. We have the entire assortment of the
Hot Spot control panels, Solana control panels and yes The IQ heater board is always in-stock.
Maybe you need parts inside the older Hot Spring control boxes like thermostats , Hot Spring
high-limits heater reset button and spa reset button or jet switches, contactors, rectifiers,
relays, surge protectors, control box receptacles plugs , timers, interlock timer circuit boards,
PWA circuit boards. Hot Spring circuit boards for all Hot Spring spa models in addition to Tiger
River spa circuit boards and of course the Hot Spot spa circuit boards. We now carry water
treatment products and chemicals to maintain a clean and healthy spa. Tested and proven
effective, BioGuard products are known for delivering reliable results and making pool care less
complex. My Account Contact Us [ Empty ]. We are operating normally and shipping "in stock"
items same day. Browse Categories. Parts Finder! Need Help Fixing Your Spa? By Phone By
Text Mon-Fri am - 5pm PDT. Fill out a ticket through our Helpdesk system Helpdesk. Featured
Items. Filter Cartridge, Tri-X Ceramic. IQ Heater Relay Board, Latest Blog posts 10 Easy Tips for
Spa Owners In this post, we are going to share our top ten tips for all you new or not so new
spa owners. Categories Hot Spring Spa Filters. Hot Spring Tri X Filters. Hot Spring Replacement
Pillows. Circulation Pump The New E5. Watkins Pump Wavemaster. Wavemaster Jet Pump
Parts. Plumbing Stuff. Redwood Slats. Hot Spring Control Box. Water Care Keep your spa
claean. How do I reset my Hot Spring? Received the item quickly, the video provided by
Backyard Plus made the instillation very easy, shipping was reasonable and service superb!
They will be my go to company for any spa items! Hide more There were questions about
installing, Backyard Plus videos were helpful, emails to customer service answered immediately
and phone assistance was great. I've already recommended Backyard Plus to others who have
spas. Can't wait to work with them again. Hide Jake C. Hide Robert T. I will use them again.
Thank you. Hide Anthony K. Helped with installing my new parts Over the phone on my tiger
river spa. Hide christopher c. Worked exactly as stated. Much appreciated Hide Skyler B. Get
connect ID. Website Disclaimer. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best
experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Shop Tiger Ri
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ver spa replacement parts and accessories - including electrical components, exterior hot tub
panels, heaters, jets and jet pumps, lighting and music kits, fittings, and heating systems. All of
our Tiger River spa parts and accessories are new factory packaged. Need help finding the right
Tiger River spa replacement parts for your model hot tub? Call to speak with a customer service
specialist. The store will not work correctly in the case when cookies are disabled. Tiger River
Spa Parts Shop Tiger River spa replacement parts and accessories - including electrical
components, exterior hot tub panels, heaters, jets and jet pumps, lighting and music kits,
fittings, and heating systems. Tiger River Spa Parts. Show 16 32 48 Out of stock. Add to Cart.
Watkins Directional Jet, Cool Grey. Hot Spring 2 Position Diverter Valve. Spa Heater Relay
Board Shop By. Filter By Category. Part Type. Accessories 2 items Lighting 6 items Pillows 4

items. Watkins Model Type. Chemical Type. Oxidizers 1 item.

